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Biomechanical Problems Related to the Pedicle Screw System

ABSTRACT

We typically compare a damaged model with a fixation model 
of the spine. However, assuming that the ideal objective of 
spinal instrumentation is to stabilize the damaged spine in 
a manner closer to that of an intact spine, it is important to 
compare the fixation model with a model of an intact spine. For 
example, the utility of the crosslink system for torsional spine 
stability is widely known, but few studies have compared a 
model of intact spine with a model of spine fixed with a PS or 
crosslink system. We found no studies considering this point 
of view. Consequently, we investigated the biomechanical 
problems related to PS systems by comparing a PS fixation 
model with that of the intact spine. 

█    INTRODUCTION

Spinal instability is typically the result of degenerative 
changes, injuries, or surgical procedures. Pedicle screw 
(PS) systems are the most widely used products for 

instrumentation in the treatment of spinal instability; however, 
complications of these systems including adjacent segment 
disease and instrumentation failure are often reported and 
might be caused by biomechanical problems. We developed 
a 6-axis material testing machine and performed various 
experiments to examine spinal biomechanics (2). 

AIM: Many studies have reported the results of spinal instrumentation using pedicle screw (PS) systems. However, few biomechanical 
reports have compared the intact spine with instrumented spine. The purpose of this study was to investigate the biomechanical 
problems related to PS systems.
MATERIAL and METHODS: Functional spinal units (L3-4) of deer were evaluated using a 6-axis material testing machine. For the 
specimen models, we prepared an intact model, a damaged model, a PS model, and a crosslink model. We checked the range of 
motion (ROM) during bending and rotation tests. Eight directions were measured in the bending test: anterior, right-anterior, right, 
right-posterior, posterior, left-posterior, left, and left-anterior, and 2 directions were measured in the rotation test (right and left).
RESULTS: ROMs of the PS model were smaller than those of the intact model in all directions. However, ROMs of the PS model 
in the rotation test were smaller than those of the damaged model and larger than those of the intact model. The stability of the 
crosslink model was better than that of the PS model during the bending test, but ROMs of the crosslink model were larger than 
those of the intact model during the rotation test.
CONCLUSION: Excessive bending rigidity and rotational instability are the biomechanical problems related to PS systems. Based 
on these results, we speculate that one of the most significant causes of adjacent segment disease is excessive bending rigidity 
and one of the most important causes of instrumentation failure is rotational instability.
KEYWORDS: Biomechanics, Bending rigidity, Lumbar spine, Pedicle screw, Rotational instability

ABBREVIATIONS: PS: Pedicle screw, ROM: Range of motion, ASD: Adjacent segment disease
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█    MATERIAL and METHODS
This study was performed with the approval (No. 1544) of 
the Research Ethics Committee in Mie University Graduate 
School of Medicine.

We used functional spinal units (L3-4) of deer as specimens. 
The deer were culled as part of a wildlife management 
program. The lumbar vertebrae were initially cryogenically 
preserved at −30ºC. The muscles and fat were removed while 
the internal stabilizing elements were retained after thawing 
each of the frozen lumbar spine at room temperature. The 
cranial and caudal portions of each specimen were fixed to a 
jig with dental resin. For the specimen models, we prepared 
an intact model, a damaged model, a PS model, and a 
crosslink model. Internal stabilizing elements were retained 
in the intact model. The damaged model was prepared by 
drilling holes (3-mm in diameter) at sites one-fourth, one-half, 
and three-fourths of the distance from the anterior surface 
of the intervertebral disc and removing the supraspinous 
ligament, interspinous ligament, and both facet joints. The PS 
model was similar to the damaged model but was fixed with 
φ5.5 × 35 mm pedicle screws and rods (5-mm in diameter) 
(KISCO Co Ltd., SUIREN®, Kobe, Japan). The crosslink model 
was fixed using both a PS system and a crosslink system 
(Medtronic, TSRH®RP, Memphis, TN, USA) (Figure 1). We 
tested 16 specimens to compare the intact, damaged, and PS 
models in Study 1 and 13 specimens to compare the intact, 
model, and crosslink models in Study 2.

We used the 6-axis material testing machine developed 
in our laboratory, which utilizes a parallel mechanism for 
biomechanical testing (Figure 2). Three sets of 2 actuators 
each are located parallel to each other and another set is 
equidistantly disposed; each of the 6 actuators is independently 
controlled. A 6-axis force sensor is placed at the site where 
the cranial jig is connected to detect forces in the x, y, and 
z axes as well as the torque around each axis. Furthermore, 
this force sensor enables force/torque control via feedback of 
the detected results into the control system. In this study, we 
performed both a bending test (anterior, right-anterior, right, 
right-posterior, posterior, left-posterior, left, and left-anterior 
bending) and a rotation test (right and left rotation), and each 
test was repeated twice. Torque was set at −3.0 to 3.0 Nm for 
the bending test and −5.0 to 5.0 Nm for the rotation test and 
was loaded at an angular speed of 0.1 degrees/s. Superior 
vertebral body displacement/angular displacement and 
generated force/torque were determined for each test and 
recorded in the computer (sample cycle, 1 Hz). We defined 
superior vertebral angular displacement as the result recorded 
when maximum torque was loaded as the range of motion 
(ROM) and compared the ROM of each model. 

We used the Friedman test to investigate intergroup 
differences among the 3 models in each study. A post hoc 
analysis was performed using the Steel–Dwass test for 
multiple comparisons among the 3 groups when the overall 
differences were statistically significant, and the level of 
statistical significance was set at p< 0.05.

Figure 1: Schemas and pictures of each model.
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█    RESULTS
The bending test results and the average ROM of each model 
are illustrated as radar charts in Figures 3 and 4. The rotation 
test results and the average ROM of each model with the 
standard deviation are shown as bar charts in Figures 5 and 
6. Tables I and II show the results of multiple comparisons. 

Figure 2: A 6-axis material testing machine during flexion test 
with the intact model.

Figure 3: The chart shows average ROMs of each model during 
the bending test for Study 1.

Figure 4: The chart shows average ROMs of each model during 
the bending test for Study 2.

Figures 3 and 5 as well as Table I show the results of Study 
1, and figures 4 and 6 as well as Table II show the results of 
Study 2.

Figure 5: The chart shows average ROMs and standard deviations 
of each model during the rotation test for Study 1. 

Figure 6: The chart shows average ROMs and standard deviations 
of each model during the rotation test for Study 2.
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For the rotation test, the average ROMs of the intact, 
damaged, and crosslink model were 3.0°, 8.1°, and 4.2° during 
right rotation and 3.0°, 8.3°, and 4.3° during left rotation, 
respectively.

The ROMs for the damaged model were larger than for the 
intact model in all directions during the bending and rotation 
tests, those for the crosslink model were smaller than for 
the damaged model in all directions during the bending and 
rotation tests, and those for the crosslink model were also 
smaller than for the intact model in all directions during the 
bending test, but larger than for the intact model during the 
rotation test. The results of the Friedman and Steel-Dwass 
tests were significantly different in all comparisons.

█    DISCUSSION
PS systems have been widely used and the number of 
surgeries has increased in recent years due to advances in 
implant technology; however, the rate of adjacent segment 
disease (ASD) and instrumentation failure is approximately 
10%–20%, which is a problem that cannot be overlooked 
(5,14,15).

In this study, ROMs of the PS model during the bending test 
were less than half of those of the intact model. It appears 
that a PS system provides good stability of the damaged 
spine. Conversely, ROMs of the PS model were approximately 
twice as large as those of the intact model in the rotation test. 
ROMs of the crosslink model were also larger than those of 
the intact model in the rotation test and the differences were 
statistically significant. Based on the findings of the rotation 
test, we determined that the stability attained with a PS or 
crosslink system was insufficient. Considering that one of the 
main objectives of spinal instrumentation is to restore normal 
movement, we concluded that the rigidity observed in the 

Study 1

For the bending test, the average ROMs of the intact and 
damaged PS model were 6.3°, 9.0°, and 3.5° during anterior 
bending; 6.9°, 9.2°, and 2.6° during right anterior bending; 
8.4°, 10°, and 1.8° during right bending; 7.3°, 9.0°, and 2.1° 
during right posterior bending; 7.5°, 10°, and 2.6° during 
posterior bending; 7.8°, 9.3°, and 2.4° during left posterior 
bending; 8.7°, 10°, and 2.0° during left bending; and 7.2°, 
9.7°, and 2.8° during left anterior bending, respectively.

For the rotation test, the average ROMs of the intact 
and damaged PS model were 2.6°, 7.8°, and 5.3° during 
right rotation and 2.6°, 7.7°, and 5.0° during left rotation, 
respectively.

The ROMs for the damaged model were larger than for the 
intact model in all directions during the bending and rotation 
tests. The ROMs for the PS model were smaller than for the 
damaged model in all directions during the bending and 
rotation tests; they were also smaller than for the intact model 
in all directions during the bending test but larger than those 
for the intact model during the rotation test. The Friedman 
and Steel-Dwass tests showed significant differences in all 
comparisons except when comparing the intact model with 
the damaged model in the right and left bending test.

Study 2

For the bending test, the average ROMs of the intact, damaged, 
and crosslink model were 6.2°, 9.0°, and 3.7° during anterior 
bending; 7.0°, 9.7°, and 2.9° during right anterior bending; 
9.0°, 11°, and 2.0° during right bending; 7.8°, 9.5°, and 2.4° 
during right posterior bending; 7.9°, 11°, and 2.9° during 
posterior bending; 8.2°, 9.9°, and 2.7° during left posterior 
bending; 9.4°, 11°, and 2.5° during left bending; and 7.4°, 10°, 
and 3.2° during left anterior bending, respectively.

Table I: The Results of Multiple Comparisons Between Intact Model, Damaged Model and PS Model

Anterior Right 
anterior Right Right 

posterior Posterior Left 
posterior Left Left 

anterior
Right 

rotation
Left 

rotation

Intact - Damaged * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Damaged - PS * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PS - Intact * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* Statistical significance (Level of significance < 5%).
* * Statistical significance (Level of significance < 1%).

Table II: The Results of Multiple Comparisons Between Intact Model, Damaged Model and Crosslink Model

Anterior Right 
anterior Right Right 

posterior Posterior Left 
posterior Left Left 

anterior
Right 

rotation
Left 

rotation

Intact - Damaged * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Damaged - Crosslink * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Crosslink - Intact * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* Statistical significance (Level of significance < 5%).
* * Statistical significance (Level of significance < 1%).
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As yet, there are no suitable solutions for excessive bending 
rigidity and rotational instability related to a PS system. The 
development of PS systems, which provide strong stability by 
passing screws through the pedicle, has led to advances in 
spinal instrumentation surgery; however, these systems are 
also generating new problems. 

The limitations of this study are that the damaged model 
may have had too much instability secondary to removal of 
both facet joints and that we used cadaveric deer spines as 
specimens. In recent years, it has become more difficult to 
use human cadavers for experiments in Japan, so we have 
resorted to using deer and boars instead. Since it cannot be 
said that spinal autopsy is similar between deer and humans, 
it is impossible to compare the biomechanical data simply 
by ROM. However, Wasinpongwanich et al. found when 
examining the ROM change rate, an index evaluating how 
intervertebral stability will change when normal spine of deer 
is injured or fixed by instrumentation, in normal, damaged, 
and PS fixation models in deer that it does approximate that 
of humans (19). In experiments exploring the biomechanical 
tendency, as in our study, the spine of culled deer is therefore 
considered an alternative available to humans (8-10). 

█    CONCLUSION
Biomechanical complications of PS systems include exces-
sive bending rigidity and rotational instability. We speculated 
that one of the most significant causes of ASD was exces-
sive bending rigidity and one of the most important causes of 
instrumentation failure was rotational instability. We propose 
that ideal spinal instrumentation should be less rigid during 
bending and more rigid during rotation than the PS system; 
these refinements could lead to superior spinal instrumenta-
tion in the future.
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